
16 EXHIBITORS

in Nouvelle-Aquitaine



RAW MATERIALS

PERLES DE GASCOGNE: «unique and premium» raw materials for a natural cosmetics
Our original approach is to produce oils from an integrated and fully controlled supply chain. Most of 
our oils are manufactured with our new “ECO-RESPONSIBLE” production tool set up at the beginning 
of 2018. Our challenge is to make our unique and premium virgin oils and exfoliating powders essen-
tial to natural and organic cosmetics as ingredients.

PERLES DE GASCOGNE perles-gascogne.com | Stand P14

POLYMEREXPERT presents a new oil gelling agent: emc30
EMC30 is a ready to use oil gelling agent, combining efficacity and naturality in one ingredient.
The main advantage of EMC30 is its simple solubilisation method at 80°C in oily phase. This natural 
origin gelling agent, more than 97% biosourced brings transparency, suspensivity, viscosity, perfect 
stability and thixotropy to anhydrous gels with a soft and pleasant after feel. 

POLYMEREXPERT polymerexpert.com | Stand N5

TESTING & ANALYSIS

atoxigen.com | Stand P4
ATOXIGEN offers customized assays based on the latest innovations in cell biology and genomics using 
in vitro 3D skin model (reconstructed epidermis and explants): In vitro/In vivo testing, Skin Microbiome, 
Molecular analysis (ADNid – QUALTECH) | Anti-pollution Assays | Skin barrier studies | Endocrine disrup-
tors /In vitro micronucleus Assays | Photo aging effects 

ATOXIGEN

In a constant innovation approach, CEREVAA present at Cosmetic 360 2019 methods developed by 
low-field NMR to characterize hydration of reconstituted skins (manually or 3D bioprinting), skin explants 
or stratum corneum (with absence or presence of active ingredients).

CEREVAA cerevaa.com | Stand P10

bioalternatives.com | Stand P8
In the era of artificial intelligence, the use of digital data has become an essential analysis tool in the field 
of biology. This is why BIOALTERNATIVES is now enriching its expertise with in silico virtual screening 
and phytochemical profiling in order to predict ingredients‘ biological activity. This technology is offered 
prior to the in vitro and ex vivo assays historically provided by the company for cosmetic claim substan-
tiation.

BIOALTERNATIVES

bio-hc.fr | Stand P12
BIO-HC will present its new project: the development of an alternative tool for the evaluation of  
skin sensitization. This model, RHETCOAT, is based on the use of the validated reconstructed human 
epidermis (RHE) model cocultured with THP1 cells (antigen-presenting cells). It is used to address Key 
Events in skin sensitization process: keratinocytes activation (KE1) and dendritic cells activation-matu-
ration (KE2).

BIO-HC

adnid.fr / qualtech-groupe.com | Stand P4
ADNid is a Contract Research Organization approved for the Frances tax credit for research and deve-
lopment. Our laboratory is certified ISO 17025. ADNid/QUALTECH Group in partnership with ATOXIGEN 
offer an innovative genomic quantitative method to analyze products effects on the cutaneous micro-
biome, this fundamental skin bodyguardis. This partnership offers a unique window combining invivo/
in vitro solution and molecular assay for cosmetic substantiation of finished cosmetic products and raw 
materials.

ADNid / QUALTECH GROUPE



COSDERMA performs in vivo biomedical researches on healthy subjects to evaluate the Tolerance 
and Efficacy of cosmetic products, cosmeto-textiles, food supplements, dermo-cosmetic products 
or medical devices. Our expertise in efficacy and our unique level of equipment are recognized by the 
industry and are allowing us to offer you innovating protocols adapted to your claims.

COSDERMA cosderma.com | Stand P6

FLUOFARMA is a contract research organization (CRO) with more than 10 years of experience in cell-
based assay development. Fluofarma’s primary cell-based assays, together with skin biomarker staining 
and analysis, assess the efficacy of cosmetic’s ingredient to support claims of cosmetic products. Our 
multi-technology platform is dedicated to cell-based systems, using automated, multiplexed and miniatu-
rized technologies.

FLUOFARMA fluofarma.com | Stand N11

Since 1999, the IDEA TESTS Group has specialized in efficacy evaluation (in vivo and in vitro), tolerance 
and toxicology of finished products and ingredients for the cosmetic industry. IDEA TESTS Group activi-
ties are organized into five categories: clinical testing, in vitro testing, microbiology, suncare testing and 
regulatory advice. IDEA TESTS Group will present its new test protocols for anti-pollution claims.

IDEA TESTS groupeideatests.com | Stand N15

IMASENS developed new approaches allowing to combine explicit and implicit measures of satisfac-
tion and emotions.These new tools enable to explore unconscious emotions level and also to relate 
the sensory features with the emotions generated by the product. Imasens, a marketing and sensory 
research institute created in 2006, carries out more than 900 consumers studies every year, almost a 
third of them are tests for cosmetic product.

 IMASENS imasens.fr | Stand N9

The K-PROBE, the first polarimetric scanner of histological slides, is an innovative imaging platform. 
The resulting contrasts allow a more precise, complete and faster analysis of samples with a resolution 
less than a micrometer or 1000 times smaller than a millimeter. The characterization of dermal collagen 
fibers is one of the major applications for KAMAX.

KAMAX INNOVATIVE SYSTEM kamax-innovative.com | Stand N13

emulseo.com | ZONE START-UP
EMULSEO develops and sells surfactant formulations for the biotechnological applications of droplet 
based microfluidics such as PCR, screening, single cell analysis, diagnostics...
FluoSurf is a fluorinated surfactant biocompatible, stable, reproducible from batch to batch, leak-proof 
and with a high purity (more than 99%).

EMULSEO

insilibio.com | ZONE START-UP
INSILIBIO is a revolutionary contract research organisation. We use innovating solutions to test mole-
cules through original bioinformatic methods. Our proposed methods are fully ethical, fast, reliable and 
cost-effective. Our digital solutions either reduce risk and optimise the effectiveness of R&D programs. 
We are, in this way, pioneers in our molecular modelling sector.

INSILIBIO



BORDEAUX

Invest in 
Nouvelle-Aquitaine!
> invest-in-southwest-france.com
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Nathalie SIMONIN 
Office Manager Nouvelle-Aquitaine Cosmetic Valley 

6 allée du Doyen Georges Brus - F-33600 PESSAC 
Ph. 06 38 60 75 13 - 05 57 57 84 82 
nsimonin@cosmetic-valley.com 
cosmetic-valley.com

OEM, ODM & CMO

ART&COS is an eco laboratory of Research Development for cosmetic innovations. Art&Cos laborato-
ry guides all project promoters by bringing its skills to pioneers at each development stage from idea 
conception to final delivery of cosmetic products, through formulation regulatory framework packaging 
design, production and packaging.

ART&COS artcos-laboratoire.fr | Stand P14

PACKAGING

veganbottle.com | Stand N7LYS PACKAGING
From plant and compostable, a 50 ml cosmetic jar joins the bottles range of VEGANBOTTLE: the inno-
vative packaging alternative of LYSPACKAGING, providing solution to reduce the wolrdwide plastic 
pollution.
VEGANBOTTLE offers coherence between content and container for the brands committed to create 
a new eco-friendly packaging for the future.

Cosmetic in Nouvelle-Aquitaine, 
a comprehensive value chain from local resources to end-product
In Nouvelle-Aquitaine, the Cosmetic Valley competitiveness cluster’s regional office works in close 
partnership with ADI N-A, the regional development and innovation agency. Together, they promote 
Nouvelle-Aquitaine companies and research laboratories, through:
- Individual product / process innovation actions 
- Grouped assistance for business events
- Organizing and promoting the sector
- Supporting new businesses to set up and develop in the region
- Promoting know-how in perfumery and cosmetics


